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11 months of
risk mitigation
IAM Award-winning case study: how new detection
technology saved INEOS a costly shutdown

Renewed rigour
Transforming Intercolombia’s
approach to asset renewal

People as assets
Asset management
meets HR

The cowhide
premium
Your brand is an asset
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New North
American
Conference
launches

First recognised qualification

The first IAM North American Conference
will take place in Chicago, Illinois on
1–3 October. The event has been created
by the IAM USA Chapter, in partnership
with the IAM Canada Chapter.
This inaugural North American Conference
will focus on asset management professionals
see ing first-hand insights and e eriences from
the methodology and technology innovators
who are driving the discipline forward.
Seasoned professionals and novices alike will
benefit from the chance to meet and hear from
standard bearers from around the world.
Source: IAM
To book your place at the IAM 2019 North
American Conference, visit theIAM.org/
events/IAM-2019-NA-annual-conference

A new Chapter
opens

The new Ireland Chapter of the IAM
launched in Dublin on 2 May, with
an event hosted by EY.
Diarmaid O Culáin, Chair of the IAM
Ireland Chapter, shared insights about the
changing energy and assets landscape.
Leaders of major Irish organisations also
spoke about their journeys toward asset
management maturit and the benefits
they have realised along the way.
Source: IAM
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"In anticipation of market needs, our Board of Advisors
and representatives of the Build, Civil and Industrial
domains, the curriculum of the Master of Engineering
in Maintenance & Asset Management has recently
been revised into a state of the art programme."
Jan Stoker, Senior Lecturer/PhD Researcher,
University of Applied Sciences Utrecht
The University of Applied Sciences
Utrecht has successfully achieved
recognition for its Master of Science (MSc)
in Maintenance and Asset Management.
This recognition demonstrates that
the ualification meets criteria for breadth
and depth of content and focus against
the IAM competencies framework. The
University of Applied Sciences Utrecht
is the first to achieve such recognition
Thanks in large part to the university’s
application and support with its
development, the IAM’s recognition scheme
has become a robust means of accrediting
asset management programmes, and will
provide a model for the design of new asset
management ualifications
recognition o ers a rofessional
challenge to existing asset management
ualifications, hile also raising these
ualifications rofile to both
members and a wider audience.
Find out more at theIAM.org/Events.
Source: IAM

Dates for your diary
24–26 JUNE
IAM Annual Conference 2019
Liverpool, UK
26 SEPTEMBER
IAM NL Annual Conference
Haarlem, The Netherlands
26–27 SEPTEMBER
IAM DE Annual Conference
Hamburg, Germany
1–3 OCTOBER
IAM 2019 North American
Conference
Chicago, USA
29–30 OCTOBER
3rd Annual CEATI Asset
Management Conference
Phoenix, USA

For more information about the IAM recognition scheme, contact Office@theIAM.org
For more information about the recognised MSc programme at the University of Applied
Science Utrecht, visit www.maincontract.nl/asset/hu-recognized-iam
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